


 -in love

 -because they are lonely

 -want to escape an unpleasant situation at 

home

 -pregnancy

 -seek financial security



 Marital adjustment- how well people adjust 
and adapt to marriage and to each other

› -a well adjusted marriage is one in which the 
husband and wife:

 agree on critical issues

 share common interest and activities

 demonstrate affections and shared 
confidences

 have few complaints about the marriage

 do not have feelings of loneliness or 
irritability

 had a closer association before marriage



 -often deteriorate as excitement wears 

off and responsibility increases, 

unplanned pregnancy, chose mate 

before they know who they are

 -females 14-17 who marry are twice as 

likely to divorce than those who wait 

until older

 -3/4 of all teen couples who marry 

because of pregnancy divorce within 6 
years



 Problems in Marriages:

› -differences in spending and saving habits

› -conflicting loyalties involving friends and          

families

› -intimacy or sexual problems

› -jealousy, infidelity, or lack of attention

› -housework

› -decisions about having children and child                   
care

 -Skills in communication and resolving 
conflicts are important to have in a marriage



 -huge on going responsibility

 -decision to have a baby is affected by:  

religious views, economics, career choices, 

emotional, cultural and social 

considerations

 -many couples wait until marriage, 

careers, or finances are established

 -planned pregnancy- is making a decision 

to get pregnant before the baby is 

conceived



 -must provide food, clothing, 
shelter, education, medical care, 
and protection from harm for their 
children

 -responsible for emotional, social, 
and intellectual upbringing 

 -parenting involves setting limits, 
providing guidance, and instilling 
values.  MOST IMPORTANT –
UNCONDITIONAL LOVE



 defined set of rules

 when children learn limits they become self 
directed- making correct decisions about 
behavior when adults are not there to enforce 
rules

 parents should follow these guidelines when 
disciplining their children:
› act quickly so they understand the link between   

misbehavior and consequences

› be consistent

› help them to understand they do bad things but 
they are not bad children

› praise positive behavior



 -guide by being good examples

 -help them to realize that they 

more than anyone else are 

responsible for their success or 

failure in life

 -one of parent’s greatest challenges 

is to instill values in their children



 -they can’t prosper without love, attention, 

and guidance

 -praise and give encouragement through 

words, letters, hugs, and facial expressions

 -can show they care by giving them their 

TIME


